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Abstract: Having the option of a temporally unmanned bridge when conditions allow, while
maintaining or even enhancing navigational safety, is a long term aim in the maritime industry.
Such a system requires excellent perception of the environment using an array of sensors.
This paper investigates performance of object detection at sea using electro-optical sensors
in relevant spectral ranges and discusses how missed detection risk is minimised for objects
within navigation range. Using a combination of cameras in visible, near- and far infrared
ranges, convolutional neural networks are employed for object detection. Ensemble techniques
are suggested to minimise the amount of missed detections and it is shown how optimisation
of confidence thresholds can be used to increase performance. The results are based on image
data from vessels in near-coast operation in Danish waters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a desire for tools that support and enhance
safety of marine navigation, which also brings a temporally
unmanned bridge closer to reality. Multiple mode sensor
fusion is a cornerstone in the technology for this pur-
pose, which merges information from electro-magnetic and
electro-optical sensors in di↵erent spectral bands. While
overviews of sensing and tracking are available, such as
Prasad et al. (2017) at a generic level, and many special
studies exist, including Herman et al. (2015), qualitative
studies on detection performance are sparse. Safe naviga-
tion requires very high confidence in object detectability.
Objects that are temporarily or permanently invisible on
radar, and do not transmit AIS messages, need particu-
lar attention. Vision is an obvious choice to detect such
objects, similar to the role of human outlook as discussed
in e.g. Blanke et al. (2019). It is essential to have robust
and reliable methods for detection available that do not
miss objects that could constitute a navigational risk.
Central topics hence include the choice of spectral ranges
for observation, distance at which objects are detected and
performance of detection.

Considering choice of spectral range, the Long Wave In-
frared (LWIR) range (8-14 µm) sensors provide images
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in both daylight and at nighttime. The LWIR range was
assessed by Rodin et al. (2018) for use from air-borne
cameras and by Schöller et al. (2019) for surface vessel de-
tection. Both used convolutional neural networks (CNN’s)
to detect objects. While having the ability to detect non-
illuminated objects at night, the LWIR cameras lack colour
information. Recognition of colour is crucial since markers
and signal lights on buoys convey essential navigation
information and night signals from vessels deliver infor-
mation about their current state. A camera system for
autonomous navigation should therefore not solely rely on
a single type of vision sensor. Accordingly, object detec-
tion in images from three di↵erent spectral bands, LWIR,
near-infrared (NIR) and visible range using a CNN, were
compared in Stets et al. (2019) as an extension of results
presented in Schöller et al. (2019). These investigations
showed distinct strengths and weaknesses of imaging from
each of the three bands, and the topic of this article is
to investigate properties of detection based on combined
information from the three sensor types.

This paper combines detection in the visible, NIR and
LWIR spectral ranges and suggests the use of ensemble
methods to obtain object detection that is more robust
towards the challenging environment and lighting condi-
tions encountered at sea. An ensemble method that favours
low rate of false negatives (missed detections) over false
positives is suggested. Performance and robustness are
assessed using precision and recall curves for the individual
cameras and for the ensemble detection, showing clear
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low rate of false negatives (missed detections) over false
positives is suggested. Performance and robustness are
assessed using precision and recall curves for the individual
cameras and for the ensemble detection, showing clear
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a desire for tools that support and enhance
safety of marine navigation, which also brings a temporally
unmanned bridge closer to reality. Multiple mode sensor
fusion is a cornerstone in the technology for this pur-
pose, which merges information from electro-magnetic and
electro-optical sensors in di↵erent spectral bands. While
overviews of sensing and tracking are available, such as
Prasad et al. (2017) at a generic level, and many special
studies exist, including Herman et al. (2015), qualitative
studies on detection performance are sparse. Safe naviga-
tion requires very high confidence in object detectability.
Objects that are temporarily or permanently invisible on
radar, and do not transmit AIS messages, need particu-
lar attention. Vision is an obvious choice to detect such
objects, similar to the role of human outlook as discussed
in e.g. Blanke et al. (2019). It is essential to have robust
and reliable methods for detection available that do not
miss objects that could constitute a navigational risk.
Central topics hence include the choice of spectral ranges
for observation, distance at which objects are detected and
performance of detection.

Considering choice of spectral range, the Long Wave In-
frared (LWIR) range (8-14 µm) sensors provide images
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in both daylight and at nighttime. The LWIR range was
assessed by Rodin et al. (2018) for use from air-borne
cameras and by Schöller et al. (2019) for surface vessel de-
tection. Both used convolutional neural networks (CNN’s)
to detect objects. While having the ability to detect non-
illuminated objects at night, the LWIR cameras lack colour
information. Recognition of colour is crucial since markers
and signal lights on buoys convey essential navigation
information and night signals from vessels deliver infor-
mation about their current state. A camera system for
autonomous navigation should therefore not solely rely on
a single type of vision sensor. Accordingly, object detec-
tion in images from three di↵erent spectral bands, LWIR,
near-infrared (NIR) and visible range using a CNN, were
compared in Stets et al. (2019) as an extension of results
presented in Schöller et al. (2019). These investigations
showed distinct strengths and weaknesses of imaging from
each of the three bands, and the topic of this article is
to investigate properties of detection based on combined
information from the three sensor types.

This paper combines detection in the visible, NIR and
LWIR spectral ranges and suggests the use of ensemble
methods to obtain object detection that is more robust
towards the challenging environment and lighting condi-
tions encountered at sea. An ensemble method that favours
low rate of false negatives (missed detections) over false
positives is suggested. Performance and robustness are
assessed using precision and recall curves for the individual
cameras and for the ensemble detection, showing clear
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superiority for the ensemble detection. The contribution
of this paper is twofold:

• Detection performance improvement by optimising
confidence threshold to gain highest obtainable pre-
cision and recall.

• Combination of multiple spectral ranges into one
detection method to take advantage of the strengths
of each range.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Sec. 2 introduces
the concept of ensemble detection and object detection.
Furthermore, data is described, the ensemble model used is
explained and confidence threshold optimisation principles
are assessed. Sec. 3 presents results on detectability of
objects and shows the benefits of using ensemble based
detection. Finally Sec. 4 draws conclusions.

Abbreviations are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Abbreviations and Acronyms

acronym explanation

Adam Adaptive Moment Estimation
AIS Automatic Identification System
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
FN False Negatives
FP False Positives
FPN Feature Pyramid Network
HFOV Horizontal field of view
IoU Intersection over Union
LWIR Long Wave Infrared 8 14µm
NIR Near-Infrared 0.8 1.0µm
TN True Negatives
TP True Positives

2. METHOD

For this paper, three spectral bands are used, namely
LWIR, NIR and visible range. From each of the three
ranges, a separate data set is constructed, all of which
are aligned using an affine transformation, as described in
Stets et al. (2019). Three object detection networks are
then trained using the data sets, one for each band. We
evaluate how detection from each spectral channel can be
individually optimised by threshold selection, after which
the detection results can be combined to a single improved
output using an ensemble model. The subsections below
describe the individual steps in the approach.

2.1 Data

The data used in this study were obtained in Danish
near-coast waters south of the island Funen. The data
set consists of 27687 images, with 9229 in each of the
three spectral bands. Data was recorded with the following
cameras:

• Teledyne Dalsa Calibir 640, 8 − 14µm Long Wave-
length Infrared camera. 42.5° horizontal field of view
(HFOV). Raw resolution: 640x480 pixels, 14 bit
colour depth.

• JAI GO-5000M 5M pixel, monochrome camera with a
near-infrared low pass filter attached. 55° HFOV. Raw
resolution: 2560x2048 pixels, 12 bit colour depth.

• JAI GO-5000C 5M pixel, visible range colour camera
with a polarising filter attached. 55° HFOV. Raw
resolution: 2560x2048 pixels, 12 bit colour depth.

The cameras are pointing in the same direction and po-
sitioned approximately 10 cm apart. Images are corrected
for lens distortion and an affine transformation is found
and used to achieve a similar view between the images
from the three sensor types. A set of sample images from
the data set is shown in Figure 1. The method for image
alignment is further described in Stets et al. (2019). It can
be seen that the ferry is not precisely in the same position
in the three images. This is caused by the transformation
between images only being precise for a particular object
distance.

The data set was annotated by creating a bounding box
for each visible object and transforming the bounding box
to the other cameras using a known affine transformation.
Some instances of bounding boxes may not be visible for a
given camera but are nevertheless added if annotations
are present in images from one or more of the other
cameras. The bounding boxes were made slightly too large
to account for uncertainties in the affine transformation.
Two object main classes have been used, Ships and Buoys.
The cardinality of these in the data set is listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Cardinality of images and annotated
classes in the data set

Images Buoy Ship

9229 13894 6256

The data set is split into a training set and a validation
set by randomly selecting 90% of the images for training
and 10% for validation. An example of an annotation is
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Cropped example of an annotated image from the
dataset. Objects are far away and are therefore rather
small in most images.

2.2 Object Detection Network

Following the results found in Schöller et al. (2019), the
RetinaNet object detector is used for this paper. Schöller
et al. (2019) evaluated three network architectures on
image data sets from near-coast waters, (RetinaNet Lin
et al. (2018), YOLOv3 Redmon and Farhadi (2018) and
Faster R-CNN Ren et al. (2017)), and concluded that all
three performed well in terms of quality, but di↵ered in
computational burden. It was found that resizing images
to a size of 1440⇥ 1080 gave a good compromise between

Fig. 1. Images of the same scene from each of the spectral bands. From left to right: Visible, NIR and LWIR.

throughput and performance if using the RetinaNet struc-
ture.

RetinaNet is a one stage detector, meaning that an image
is only inferred through a single network. A one stage
detector is significantly faster than the popular two-stage
detectors, such as the R-CNN family of networks Girshick
et al. (2014); Girshick (2015); Ren et al. (2017). RetinaNet
is based on the SSD Multibox detector proposed by Liu
et al. (2016) with an added feature pyramid network as
used in the FPN network by Lin et al. (2017). The novelty
of RetinaNet lies in its loss function called the Focal Loss,
which is a modified version of the Binary Cross Entropy

loss. The binary cross entropy loss function is defined as:

CE(p, y) = −ylog(p)− (1− y)log(1− p) (1)

where y 2 0, 1 is the ground truth class, p predicted
probability for that the detection belongs to the class y =
1. The binary cross entropy yields a non-trivial loss value
in the case where p � 0.5, i.e. when given an easy well-
classified case. This can negatively a↵ect training if class
imbalance is high. One stage detectors are a↵ected by this
e↵ect, as many of the anchor boxes used during prediction
contains the background class, which greatly outnumbers
the anchor boxes containing objects. RetinaNet therefore
uses a scaled binary cross entropy which introduces a
tuneable modulating factor. This is referred to as the focal
loss and is described by Equation 2.

FL(p) = −(1− pt)
 log(pt) (2)

where pt is defined as:

pt =

⇢
p if y = 1

1− p otherwise.
(3)

The γ in (2) is tuned in order to reduce the loss contri-
bution from well classified examples. This increases the
weighting of difficult examples which in turn increases the
classification performance. Furthermore, RetinaNet uses
a weighting parameter, ↵ 2 [0, 1], for the two classes,
which can also reduce the e↵ect of class imbalance. This
parameter is used as another factor on the loss, yielding
the ↵-balanced focal loss,

FL(pt) = −↵t(1− pt)
 log(pt), (4)

where

↵t(y) =

⇢
↵ if y = 1

1− ↵ otherwise.
(5)

The backbone feature extractor of RetinaNet is the
ResNet-50 residual neural network which is arranged into
a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) as proposed in Lin
et al. (2017). At the end of each layer in the FPN is two
fully convolutional sub-networks which does classification
and regression respectably. The parameters of the sub-
networks are shared throughout the scales of the FPN.

As the version of RetinaNet used in this study takes
images with a resolution of 1440⇥1080 pixels as input,
some information-loss occurs in the NIR and visible range
images due to down-sizing from their original resolution
of 2560⇥2048 pixels. The LWIR images are up-scaled to
match the network input resolution. The anchor sizes used
in the networks are found using k-means clustering on
the ground truth boxes, extracting 5 clusters with sizes
that represent the data set well. This yields anchor boxes
of with a pixel area of 142, 212, 342, 602 and 1322. The
aspect ratios of the anchor boxes are likewise found using
k-means and are set to: 0.76, 1.14, 1.57, 2.18 and 3.2. The
modulating and weighting parameters γ and ↵ are set as
proposed in Lin et al. (2018): γ = 2 and ↵ = 0.25. The
Adam Kingma and Ba (2014) optimiser was used during
training and was initialised with a learning rate of 1 ·10−6.

2.3 Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble modeling is a method in which the outputs from
multiple models are combined to exploit the strength of
each separate model. In this case, an ensemble model is
constructed from three models, each trained on images
from di↵erent spectral ranges, LWIR, NIR and visible. An
ensemble is made in which each of the three individual
models is trusted fully. This means that if an object is
found by either model, is it denoted as a detection. This is
done as a high detection rate is favoured over a low amount
of false positives. If the opposite was desired, an ensemble
model could be made in which a prediction is only accepted
if all three models show the same prediction. Consequently,
the ensemble model will obtain a higher amount of false
positives than each of the three separate models. The
navigational reasoning behind this priority is that missed
detection of an object could be catastrophic while a false
detection would just be a nuisance. The ensemble model
works as follows.

Define the following:
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Fig. 1. Images of the same scene from each of the spectral bands. From left to right: Visible, NIR and LWIR.

throughput and performance if using the RetinaNet struc-
ture.

RetinaNet is a one stage detector, meaning that an image
is only inferred through a single network. A one stage
detector is significantly faster than the popular two-stage
detectors, such as the R-CNN family of networks Girshick
et al. (2014); Girshick (2015); Ren et al. (2017). RetinaNet
is based on the SSD Multibox detector proposed by Liu
et al. (2016) with an added feature pyramid network as
used in the FPN network by Lin et al. (2017). The novelty
of RetinaNet lies in its loss function called the Focal Loss,
which is a modified version of the Binary Cross Entropy

loss. The binary cross entropy loss function is defined as:

CE(p, y) = −ylog(p)− (1− y)log(1− p) (1)

where y 2 0, 1 is the ground truth class, p predicted
probability for that the detection belongs to the class y =
1. The binary cross entropy yields a non-trivial loss value
in the case where p � 0.5, i.e. when given an easy well-
classified case. This can negatively a↵ect training if class
imbalance is high. One stage detectors are a↵ected by this
e↵ect, as many of the anchor boxes used during prediction
contains the background class, which greatly outnumbers
the anchor boxes containing objects. RetinaNet therefore
uses a scaled binary cross entropy which introduces a
tuneable modulating factor. This is referred to as the focal
loss and is described by Equation 2.

FL(p) = −(1− pt)
 log(pt) (2)

where pt is defined as:

pt =

⇢
p if y = 1

1− p otherwise.
(3)

The γ in (2) is tuned in order to reduce the loss contri-
bution from well classified examples. This increases the
weighting of difficult examples which in turn increases the
classification performance. Furthermore, RetinaNet uses
a weighting parameter, ↵ 2 [0, 1], for the two classes,
which can also reduce the e↵ect of class imbalance. This
parameter is used as another factor on the loss, yielding
the ↵-balanced focal loss,

FL(pt) = −↵t(1− pt)
 log(pt), (4)

where

↵t(y) =

⇢
↵ if y = 1

1− ↵ otherwise.
(5)

The backbone feature extractor of RetinaNet is the
ResNet-50 residual neural network which is arranged into
a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) as proposed in Lin
et al. (2017). At the end of each layer in the FPN is two
fully convolutional sub-networks which does classification
and regression respectably. The parameters of the sub-
networks are shared throughout the scales of the FPN.

As the version of RetinaNet used in this study takes
images with a resolution of 1440⇥1080 pixels as input,
some information-loss occurs in the NIR and visible range
images due to down-sizing from their original resolution
of 2560⇥2048 pixels. The LWIR images are up-scaled to
match the network input resolution. The anchor sizes used
in the networks are found using k-means clustering on
the ground truth boxes, extracting 5 clusters with sizes
that represent the data set well. This yields anchor boxes
of with a pixel area of 142, 212, 342, 602 and 1322. The
aspect ratios of the anchor boxes are likewise found using
k-means and are set to: 0.76, 1.14, 1.57, 2.18 and 3.2. The
modulating and weighting parameters γ and ↵ are set as
proposed in Lin et al. (2018): γ = 2 and ↵ = 0.25. The
Adam Kingma and Ba (2014) optimiser was used during
training and was initialised with a learning rate of 1 ·10−6.

2.3 Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble modeling is a method in which the outputs from
multiple models are combined to exploit the strength of
each separate model. In this case, an ensemble model is
constructed from three models, each trained on images
from di↵erent spectral ranges, LWIR, NIR and visible. An
ensemble is made in which each of the three individual
models is trusted fully. This means that if an object is
found by either model, is it denoted as a detection. This is
done as a high detection rate is favoured over a low amount
of false positives. If the opposite was desired, an ensemble
model could be made in which a prediction is only accepted
if all three models show the same prediction. Consequently,
the ensemble model will obtain a higher amount of false
positives than each of the three separate models. The
navigational reasoning behind this priority is that missed
detection of an object could be catastrophic while a false
detection would just be a nuisance. The ensemble model
works as follows.

Define the following:
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O
q,s
j,i object j in class q image i and spectral range s

B
q,s
j,i bounding box in image i and spectral range s,

B
q,e
j,i bounding box for ensemble in image set i,

The ensemble model for detection is then:

given : s 2 {V isible,NIR,LWIR}
imageset i : 8(q, j), 8s : Bq,s

j,i 6= ; :

B
q,e
j,i = 1

n(sj)

P
sj
B

q,s
j,i

(6)

where n(sj) is number of elements in the set {sj} for which
bounding boxes exist for object j.

The ensemble model detects an object if it is present in
minimum one of the spectral ranges. If bounding boxes
exist in more spectral ranges, one object is assigned to
the mean size of boxes in the spectral ranges where the
bounding box exists. Figure 3 shows an illustration on how
the output of the three models is combined as an ensemble.

3. RESULTS

Model performance is evaluated based on whether or not
the object in the validation set is detected. A ground
truth object is considered detected if the corresponding
predicted bounding box has an Intersection over Union
(IoU) of above 0.3. The relatively low IoU threshold is set
as such because of the abundance of small objects in the
data set. A small variation in box position will result in
a large variation in IoU when considering small objects.
In addition to having an IoU above the given threshold,
the predicted class should also coincide with that of the
ground truth.

An ensemble model is made from the three separate models
trained on the three di↵erent spectral ranges. The four
models are evaluated by precision (p), recall (r), mean
Average Precision (mAP ), and detection performance as
function of object area. Precision and recall are defined as:

p =
TP

TP + FP

r =
TP

TP + FN

(7)

where TP is the amount of true positives, i.e correctly
classified instances of objects in the validation set, FN

is false negatives, or missed detections, and FP is false
positives.

When doing predictions, the model states its confidence of
each individual prediction. A threshold is needed in order
to determine when to trust a prediction and when not to.
The value of this threshold is often set arbitrarily but it
can be used to gain performance. As procedure to find
an optimal threshold, precision and recall are computed
as function of confidence threshold Tc, and the maximum
value of a weighted sum of precision P (Tc) and recall R(Tc)
determines the confidence threshold:

Tc,q = argTc,q
max(↵P (Tc,q) + (1− ↵)R(Tc,q)) (8)

where ↵ 2 [0, 1]. An example of this procedure is shown
in Figure 4. With ↵ = 0.5 the confidence threshold for the
NIR image model is 0.59.

This optimisation yields the confidence thresholds and
associated values of precision and recall shown in Table
3.

Table 3. Confidence threshold and associated
precision/recall with ↵ = 0.5

Model Threshold Precision Recall

Visible Range 0.51 0.94 0.92
NIR 0.59 0.942 0.949
LWIR 0.7 0.938 0.86
Ensemble 0.72 0.904 0.984

The results in Table 3, shows that the ensemble model
achieves a significantly higher recall than any of the single
cameras while, as expected, obtaining a lower precision.

Fig. 4. Plot showing how a good confidence threshold is
found for the NIR model.

As precision and recall changes with the IoU and confi-
dence thresholds, a more general measure could be used,
namely the mean average precision. The Average precision
AP (q) for class q is computed from the precision and recall
using confidence thresholds Tc in the interval Tc 2 [0, 1].
The precision for a given recall p(r|q) is interpolated,
such that pinter(r|q) = max

r̃≥r
p(r̃|q), where pinter(0|q) and

pinter(1|q) are extrapolated from the data. AP (q) is com-
puted by averaging pinter(r|q) over a subset of recalls and
mAP is the mean of AP (q) over Q object classes:

AP (q) =

Z 1

0

p(r|q)dr ⇡ 1

11

X

r20,0.1,...1

pinter(r|q),

mAP =
1

Q

QX

q=1

AP (q).

(9)

The mAP values calculated for the IoU thresholds 0.25,
0.5 and 0.75 are seen in Table 4. Here the ensemble model
performs on par with the LWIR model, both being worse
than the visible range and NIR models. This is expected as
the precision of the ensemble was worsened at expense of
achieving a higher recall. The precision could furthermore

Fig. 3. Illustration on how the three models are combined as an ensemble. The buoy to the right is found in all three
images and a average bounding box is found from the three predictions. The buoy on the left is only found in the
NIR and LWIR images, meaning the two prediction are combined and displayed in the ensemble.

be lowered as a result of the affine transformation between
images not being precise enough for all distances, hence
resulting in additional non-overlapping predictions.

Table 4. Mean average precision

mAP @ Visible NIR LWIR Ensemble

0.25 IoU 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.94
0.50 IoU 0.93 0.95 0.89 0.89
0.75 IoU 0.44 0.42 0.38 0.39

3.1 Detection of objects with small pixel footprint

It is desired to detect an object as far away as possible
so a navigational system has enough time to perform a
manoeuvre if necessary. It is therefore relevant to consider
the model performance as a function of object size. Fig-
ure 5 shows the detection histograms for the four models,
where blue indicates true positives and orange indicates
false negatives. Precision and recall is shown as a function
of object area, so for a given area the value is calculated
for all object smaller than that area, such as described in
Equation 10. All detection histograms are computed using
the thresholds shown in Table 3 as to give each model a
fair chance to perform their best.

p(a) =

Pa
0 TP (a)Pa

0 (TP (a) + FP (a))

r(a) =

Pa
0 TP (a)Pa

0 (TP (a) + FN(a))

(10)

Figure 5 shows that the ensemble model achieves signif-
icantly higher performance for objects with a pixel area
less than 500 pixels. This is evident from the amount of
false negatives in the lower area of the ensemble detection
histogram. Table 5 shows the pixel area at which each
model achieves a recall of 90% of that of the model’s peak
recall. It is further observed that, for small objects, the
ensemble model performs the best of the three individual
models.

Table 5. pixel area at which each model
achieves a recall of 90% of the peak

Visible NIR LWIR Ensemble

pixel area 120 140 280 90

4. CONCLUSION

This paper utilized a method developed in Schöller et al.
(2019) and Stets et al. (2019) to determine a confidence

threshold in object detection at sea. Using three models
trained on LWIR, NIR and visible range images respec-
tively, an ensemble model was constructed using the av-
erage bounding boxes of detections that was common in
the three networks. Existence of an object detected in any
of the spectral ranges triggered a detection to minimize
probability of false negatives, which would present naviga-
tional risk. Recall for the ensemble detection was as high
as 0.984, which is considered very good performance for
single frame detections. The ensemble model also showed
to be superior in detecting smaller objects in images.
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Fig. 3. Illustration on how the three models are combined as an ensemble. The buoy to the right is found in all three
images and a average bounding box is found from the three predictions. The buoy on the left is only found in the
NIR and LWIR images, meaning the two prediction are combined and displayed in the ensemble.

be lowered as a result of the affine transformation between
images not being precise enough for all distances, hence
resulting in additional non-overlapping predictions.

Table 4. Mean average precision

mAP @ Visible NIR LWIR Ensemble

0.25 IoU 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.94
0.50 IoU 0.93 0.95 0.89 0.89
0.75 IoU 0.44 0.42 0.38 0.39

3.1 Detection of objects with small pixel footprint

It is desired to detect an object as far away as possible
so a navigational system has enough time to perform a
manoeuvre if necessary. It is therefore relevant to consider
the model performance as a function of object size. Fig-
ure 5 shows the detection histograms for the four models,
where blue indicates true positives and orange indicates
false negatives. Precision and recall is shown as a function
of object area, so for a given area the value is calculated
for all object smaller than that area, such as described in
Equation 10. All detection histograms are computed using
the thresholds shown in Table 3 as to give each model a
fair chance to perform their best.

p(a) =

Pa
0 TP (a)Pa

0 (TP (a) + FP (a))

r(a) =

Pa
0 TP (a)Pa

0 (TP (a) + FN(a))

(10)

Figure 5 shows that the ensemble model achieves signif-
icantly higher performance for objects with a pixel area
less than 500 pixels. This is evident from the amount of
false negatives in the lower area of the ensemble detection
histogram. Table 5 shows the pixel area at which each
model achieves a recall of 90% of that of the model’s peak
recall. It is further observed that, for small objects, the
ensemble model performs the best of the three individual
models.

Table 5. pixel area at which each model
achieves a recall of 90% of the peak

Visible NIR LWIR Ensemble

pixel area 120 140 280 90

4. CONCLUSION

This paper utilized a method developed in Schöller et al.
(2019) and Stets et al. (2019) to determine a confidence

threshold in object detection at sea. Using three models
trained on LWIR, NIR and visible range images respec-
tively, an ensemble model was constructed using the av-
erage bounding boxes of detections that was common in
the three networks. Existence of an object detected in any
of the spectral ranges triggered a detection to minimize
probability of false negatives, which would present naviga-
tional risk. Recall for the ensemble detection was as high
as 0.984, which is considered very good performance for
single frame detections. The ensemble model also showed
to be superior in detecting smaller objects in images.
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